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My invention relates to improvements in gun sighting 
devices such as sights for firearms and the like. 

Heretofore firearm front sights for example have been 
most commonly of the metal bead or bar, types; the 
sectional diameter of the bead or bar having been varied 
in accord with different barrel lengths and needs for ob 
taining maximum visibility for aiming, and in accord 
ance with improvements in rear or receiver sights. Al 
though it has been the constant concern and objective of 
gun designers and users to develop smaller size beads 
that may still be readily seen over or through the rear 
sight, very little in the way of improvements over the 
original "iron bead' type sights have actually been at 
tained prior to the present invention. Prior art efforts 
in this direction have resulted in improvements such as 
the gold and ivory tipped beads. Even light reflectors 
have been devised for use in conjunction with sight beads 
in an effort to render them more readily visible. It is 
of course well known that in order to obtain maximum 
accuracy of aim it is necessary to have a front sight 
bead as small in diameter as possible, but the bead must 
be large enough to be effectively visible through the 
rear sight even under adverse light conditions. Hence, 
despite the aforesaid improvements, it has seldom been 
practicable heretofore to make such beads smaller than 
332 of an inch in diameter due to the inability of the gun 
ner to readily "pick up' smaller size prior type front 
sight beads from target background when viewed 
through the rear or receiver sight. 

Therefore, a primary object of the present invention 
is to provide an improved front sight device of the bead 
or bar type which for any given size is more readily dis 
tinguishable from the field of vision background than 
any presently known bead, and which practicably may 
be formed of substantially smaller sectional size. 
Another object of my invention is to provide an im 

proved gun sight bead which is of improved visibility 
and adapted to quicker as well as finer sighting. 
A further object of my invention is to provide a new 

front sight bead which may be readily adapted to vir 
tually all types of present front sight holders with mini 
Inum effort. 

Another object of my invention is to provide an im 
proved sight bead formed of novel material, so arranged 
as to be illuminated in a novel manner and likewise be 
protected against damage and/or deformation by ex 
ternal forces and/or temperature changes and the like. 

Further objects and advantages of my invention will 
be readily apparent from the following specification. 

In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a fragmentary side elevation of a gun barrel 

mounting a front sight of the invention; 
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary section, on an enlarged scale, 

taken along line II-II of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 of another form of 

the sight device of the invention; 
Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 1 of still another form 

of the sight device; 
Fig. 5 is a rear fragmentary view of a barrel type 

front sight embodying the invention; 
Fig. 6 is a rear view of the front sight of the shotgun 

type; and 
Fig. 7 is a side elevation of the sight of Fig. 6. 
My invention broadly contemplates a sight bead 

formed of material which inherently is responsive to 
light and which has internally thereof a light carrying 
and focusing characteristic, which when uniquely focused 
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results in projecting accumulated light onto a focal plane 
portion thereof in a manner causing said portion to ap 
pear as an intensely brilliant surface even under mini 
mum lighting conditions. Such material may be plastic 
of the acrylic type such as methyl-methacrylate with a 
luminous dye added, or of the luminescent nylon type; 
Said material being so shaped and mounted as to pro 
vide a sight bead of improved brilliancy and smaller 
size than heretofore practicable, thereby permitting the 

0 gunner to draw a finer bead on his target with less effort 
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and with greatly increased speed than possible with pres 
ent day sights. Thus, normal rate aiming even under 
adverse light conditions may be accomplished with less 
Strain on the gunner, and "snap" shooting of greatly im 
proved accuracy is obtainable. 

Plastics of the acrylic type in particular are character 
ized by being able to "pipe” light, and thus when a rod 
of such material is viewed from one end it appears to 
be illuminated by light transmitted through the rod from 
the other end and the sides thereof. The addition of 
certain vivid luminescent dyes well known in the “plas tic' art heighten the brilliancy of and contrastability of 
the illumination effect; and it is a further notable char 
acteristic of the phenomenon that the brilliance at the 
Viewed end of the luminescent plastic piece is sharply 
defined by the outer limits of the plastic form, thus giv. 
ing a sharply defined area of intense colored light with 
out blurring at the edges thereof, which further assists 
in obtaining accurate, quick aim. 

Thus, a sight bead formed of a material having the 
aforesaid characteristics when suitably shaped for illumi 
nation, may be made smaller in size and yet be brighter 
and more easily viewed in contrast to background ob 
jects or the target than any other previously used sight 
bead. In order to maintain its dimension and position this plastic bead must include protective means against 
physical damage and/or deformations due to tempera 
tre changes to avoid inaccuracy of aim due to physical 
disruption of the bead. Thus, the invention further con 
templates an improved provision for gathering and in 
troducing light into the sight bead member while at the 
Sane time protecting the latter against physical damage. 
As illustrated in the drawing in Figs. 1-2, the inven. 

tion may be embodied in a front bead type gun sight 
which is shown as being mounted upon the frontend of 
a gun barrel 10 by means of a conventional sight base 12 
formed with a transverse dove tail slide 14. The sight body, portion 16 may of course be of any desired sec. 
tional form and is shown as being provided with a dove 
tail base portion 18 for slipfitted mounting within the 
Slideportion 14 of the base 12. However, it will be ap 
preciated that the sight may be of any other form, such 
as of the "blade" or "insert" type. The sight body por 
tion 16 is illustrated as including along its upper edge a 
cylindrical section 20 which is bored to receive in press 
fitted relation therein a bar of luminescent plastic des 
ignated 22 of somewhat longer dimension than said cy 
indrical Section; the parts being arranged so that the 
longitudinal axis of the plastic bar is disposed substan 
tially parallel to the gun bore. Thus, the gunner sees 
only the rear end or "bead” portion 25 of the plastic 
bar through the rear sight; the metal shell portion 20 of the sightbody acting to protect the plastic device 
against physical blows and/or temperature changede. 
formation while permitting the plastic device to extend 
therefrom at its front and rear ends. 
The front end portion 26 of the plastic bar is prefer 

ably of convex or rounded form so as to function as a 
light gathering lens element for bringing into the plastic 
bar 22 as much light as possible from externally thereof. 
On the other hand, the rear end portion 25 of the sight 
bead is substantially flat, but preferably slightly concave 
So as to function as a projection or focal plane surface 
upon which the light which is "piped” through the plastic 
bar is focused for viewing through the rear sight device, 
as is indicated at 28. Thus, it will be appreciated that 
under all light conditions the front sight bead will operate 
to gather and focus an accumulation of light of brilliant 
hue into view through the rear sight; and that therefore 
the front sight bead may be constructed of smaller profile 
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size than heretofore so that the user may quickly draw 
a finer bead upon the target. Whereas the construction 
of Figs. 1-2 may comprise an original fabrication in the 
form shown, it will of course be understood that a similar 
device might be constructed by simply drilling the bead 
portion of a conventional small sectional size iron sight 
so as to thereby provide the necessary Socket for inser 
tion of the plastic bead member. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the rear view of another form of 
front sight bead of the invention, wherein the body por 
tion 30 of the sight piece is illustrated as mounting a tri 
angularly sectioned luminescent plastic bead bar 32. 
Thus, the apex edge portion of the bead bar provides an 
extremely fine point type bead to be lined up with the 
target; the broader base portion of the bead 32 function 
ing to direct the eyesight toward the sighting apex edge 
thereof. The elements 30, 32 may be formed to be coex 
tensive in length; or either one may be longer than the 
other, as preferred. Whereas, in Fig. 3 the sight bead 32 
is illustrated as being formed separately from the sight 
body 30, the sight body and bead portions 30-32 may 
be integrally formed from a single piece of luminescent 
plastic material which will be preferably coated at all 
sides thereof except for a "window” portion such as is 
illustrated at 32 with some opaque dull black paint or 
the like so as to provide a reduced size brilliant sighting 
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Fig. 4 illustrates in side elevation a modification of 
the form of front sight illustrated by Figs. 1-2; in Fig. 4 
the sight body 34 being surmounted by a bored shell port 
tion 36 which corresponds to the shell portion 20 of 
Figs. 1-2. However, in the case of Fig. 4, the shell por 
tion 36 is cut away as indicated at 38 so as to provide a 
window through which additional light from externally of 
the device may gain access to a substantial portion of 
the top and sides of the luminescent plastic bead member 
40. Also, as in the case of Figs. 1-2, the front end por 
tion of the bead 40 is preferably convex shaped as indi 
cated at 42 and extends beyond the protective shell 36, 
while the rear end portion 44 of the bead is Substantially 
flat or preferably slightly concave so as to be readily view 
able through the rear sight of the gun as explained here 
inabove. Thus, it will be appreciated that the construc 
tion of Fig. 4 provides an additional degree of illumina 
tion of the bead member while substantially retaining 
the protective features provided by means of the metal 
shell enclosing the plastic bead. 

Fig. 5 illustrates application of the invention to a 
“barrel' type front sight wherein the sight device com 
prises a post member 46 mounting a bead 48 and a hood 
49 concentrically of the bead 48. The bead 48 will of 
course be constructed in accord with the present inven 
tion of a suitable luminescent plastic material and will 
be so shaped as to present from the rear view thereof the 
form of a bright spot of illumination concisely margined 
so as to avoid blurred edge effects. Thus, the bead 
device 48 may comprise a rod of luminescent plastic ma 
terial partially enclosed within a metal shell as explained 
hereinabove for optimum support of the plastic substance 
while permitting light to enter the bar from the front end 
and/or side portions thereof so that the rear end portion 
of the bead will appear to be illuminated by brilliantly 
colored light even under poor lighting conditions as ex 
plained hereinabove. Or, if desired such bead member 48 
may be completely exposed since the hood 49 provides 
substantial protection for the bead. Thus, the contrast 
ing appearance of the relatively dark ring 49 of metal 
and the brilliantly illuminated bead 48 provides an im 
proved “barrel' type front sight arrangement whereby 
sighting an obscure target may be more quickly effected, 
and whereby a finer "bead' may be drawn upon the 
target under even the most adverse lighting conditions 
and with less strain upon the eyesight of the gunner. 

Figs. 6-7 illustrate another form of sight device of the 
invention which is of the so-called "shotgun' type and 
may be used for either front or front and rear sight pur 
poses. This sight device comprises a post portion 50 
which may be formed of metal or plastic or any other 
suitable material and shaped at its bottom end so as to 
be either slipfitted or screwed into a receiving socket 
formed in the gun barrel. In any case the post 50 is 
topped by a parti-spherical sight bead 52 which is formed 
of luminescent plastic as explained hereinabove; the rear 
portion of the sight bead being planed off as indicated 
at 54 either to a perfectly flat surface or a slightly concave 
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4. 
surface facing the line of view of the gunner. Thus, the 
spherically contoured body portion of the bead 52 func 
tions as a light gathering lens and the plano or plano-con 
cave surface 54 functions as a light projecting medium 
whereby the gunner sees an intensely brilliant spot of con 
centrated colored light at the surface 54. It will of course 
be understood that the surface 54 will be formed of mini 
mum area so that as fine a "bead' as possible may be 
drawn upon the target; and that in view of the features 
of the invention as explained hereinabove the sight de 
vices of the invention may be constructed of smaller size 
than heretofore while nevertheless providing more read 
ily visible beads whereby a gun equipped with a sight 
of the invention may be quickly aimed even under ad 
verse lighting conditions. 

It will be appreciated that the invention is applicable 
to any gun sight device wherein a sighting bead is used, 
and that although only a few forms of the sight device 
of the invention have been shown and described in de 
tail, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the 
invention is not so limited but that various changes may 
be made therein without departing from the spirit of the 
invention or the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A front sight for firearms comprising a support 

having an eye shaped strap-like holding element extend 
ing from said support and a rod shaped bead formed of 
luminescent-plastic adapted to pipe light, said bead being 
formed at one end with an exposed spherically shaped 
light gathering surface portion disposed outside of said 
holding element and at its other end with an exposed 
plane shaped light emitting Surface, said bead being en 
circled by said holding element and held thereby relative 
to said support. 

2. A front sight for firearms comprising a support hav 
ing an eye shaped strap-like holding element extending 
from said support and a cylindrically shaped bead formed 
of luminescent plastic adapted to pipe light, said bead 
being encircled by said holding element and held thereby 
relative to said support, said holding element being 
dimensioned to terminate short of the opposite ends of 
said bead thereby exposing the end portions of said bead. 

3. A front sight for firearms comprising a support 
having an eye shaped strap like holding element extend 
ing from said support and a bead in the form of an elon 
gated body of circular cross section comprising lumines 
cent plastic adapted to pipe light, said bead being formed 
at one end with an exposed spherically shaped light gather 
ing surface disposed outside of said holding element and 
at its other end with an exposed light emitting surface, said 
bead being encircled by said holding element and held 
thereby relative to said support, said holding element be 
ing apertured intermediately of its ends to expose side 
portions of said bead to external light. 

4. A front sight for firearms comprising a support 
having a strap-like holding element extending from said 
support and a bead formed of luminescent plastic adapted 
to pipe light, said bead being formed at one end with an 
exposed light gathering surface and at its other end with 
an exposed light emitting surface, said bead being en 
circled by said holding element and held thereby relative 
to said support, said holding element being apertured 
intermediately of its ends to expose the side of said bead 
to external light and terminating short of the ends of 
said bead whereby the light gathering and light emitting 
surfaces of said bead are exposed and disposed outside 
of said holding element. 

5. A sight comprising a base member adapted to be 
mounted on a gun barrel, a neck member extending up 
wardly from said base member, a sight member integral 
with said neck member and having a longitudinal cut-out 
portion extending adjacent the ends of said sight member 
forming a window through which light rays may enter, 
and a solid substantially exposed section of luminescent 
material secured to said sight member and disposed with 
in said cut-out portion. 

6. A front sight for firearms comprising a support hav 
ing a strap-like holding element extending from said sup 
port and a bead formed of luminescent plastic adapted 
to pipe light, said bead being formed at one end with an 
exposed light gathering surface and at its other end with 
an exposed light emitting surface, said bead being en 
circled by said holding element and held thereby rela 
tive to said support, said holding element being apertured 
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intermediately of its ends to expose the side of said bead 
to external light. 
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